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Abstract

In this paper, we study approximate cloaking of active devices for the Helmholtz

equation in the whole space of dimension 2 or 3 using the scheme introduced

by Kohn, Shen, Vogelius, and Weinstein. More precisely, we assess the degree

of invisibility, determine the limit of the field inside the cloaked and cloaking

regions, and show that the scheme is unstable with respect to the material pa-

rameters. As a consequence, we obtain some feasible properties of “perfect”

cloaking. © 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

1 Introduction
Cloaking via a change of variables was introduced by Greenleaf, Lassas, and

Uhlmann [10] for electrical impedance tomography; Pendry, Schurig, and Smith

[22] for the Maxwell system; and Leonhardt [15] in the geometric optics setting.

They used a singular change of variables that blows up a point into a cloaked re-

gion. This singular structure implies difficulties not only in practice but also in

analysis. Some approaches [5, 26, 27] are proposed to tackle this problem math-

ematically based on the notion of a “weak” solution. To avoid using the singular

structure, regularized schemes have been proposed in [2, 6, 12, 23, 24, 29]. The

reader can find more information and references related to cloaking in the works

mentioned above or in the reviews [8, 28].

In this paper, we study approximate cloaking of active devices for the Helmholtz

equation in the whole space of dimension 2 or 3 for the scheme introduced by

Kohn, Shen, Vogelius, and Weinstein in [12], where they used a transformation

that blows up a small region instead of a point into the cloaked region. We assess

the degree of invisibility, determine the limit of the field inside the cloaked and

cloaking regions, and show that the scheme is unstable with respect to the material

parameters. As a consequence, we obtain some feasible properties of “perfect”

cloaking. More precisely, let " denote the parameter of regularization, i.e., the

ratio between the diameter of the region blown up to the cloaked region D and the

diameter of the cloaked region:
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(1) In the three-dimensional nonresonant case, i.e., when the frequency is not

an eigenvalue of the Neumann problem in D, we show that the difference between

the field and the “push-forward” of the solution of the Helmholtz equation in free

space is of order " in any bounded region away fromD (Theorem 1.4). Concerning

the limiting behavior of the approximate field in D, we prove that it converges and

the limit is the solution of the corresponding Neumann problem inD (Theorem 1.4

and Definition 1.5).

(2) In the three-dimensional resonant case, i.e., when the frequency is an eigen-

value of the Neumann problem in D, under the assumption that the source inside

the cloaked region is orthogonal, with respect to the L2-scalar product in D, to all

Neumann eigenfunctions (this holds if the cloaked region is passive), we establish

the following results (Theorem 1.4 and Definition 1.5). First, the difference be-

tween the field and the push-forward of the solution of the Helmholtz equation in

free space is of order " in any bounded region away from D. Second, the approxi-

mate field converges in D, and the limit is uniquely determined. Nevertheless, this

limit is not only a solution of the Neumann problem in D but also depends on the

value of the solution of the Helmholtz equation in free space at the point where the

maps are blown up in a quite involved manner.

(3) In the three-dimensional resonant case, without the assumption on the

orthogonality of the source mentioned in statement (2), the energy of the field

inside D explodes as " ! 0; moreover, cloaking cannot be achieved (Proposi-

tion 1.11).

(4) In the two-dimensional nonresonant case (see Definition 1.7), we show

that the field converges to the push-forward of the solution of the Helmholtz equa-

tion in free space in any bounded set away from D with a rate 1=jln "j, and the

limiting behavior of the field in D exhibits a nonlocal structure. Therefore, the

limit is generally not the solution of the Neumann problem inD (Theorem 1.8 and

Definition 1.7).

(5) In the two-dimensional resonant case (see Definition 1.7), we prove that

the energy inside the cloaked region can go to infinity and cloaking cannot be

achieved (Proposition 1.12).

(6) Concerning the stability with respect to the material parameters inside the

cloaked region without a source, we show that cloaking is unstable with respect

to these parameters. Roughly speaking, there exist some fixed parameters such

that for each ", one can perturb these parameters by an amount of order " in three

dimensions and 1=jln "j in two dimensions so that the degree of visibility is of

order 1 (Proposition 1.13).

Remark 1.1. Property (6) does not contradict Properties (1) and (4) since Property

(6) is only stated under a condition on the amount of the perturbation that does not

hold when the material parameters are fixed.
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Remark 1.2. A similar conclusion as in Property (6) for two-dimensional bounded

domains was previously observed by Kohn et al. [11].

Our results in the three-dimensional nonresonant case are compatible with what

has been mentioned in the literature: cloaking is achieved, the energy of the field

is finite in the cloaked region, and the limit of the field inside the cloaked region is

the solution of the Neumann problem; see, e.g., [5, 26]. However, our results in the

three-dimensional resonant case are quite different. In the setting in [5], the limit

field can be any Neumann eigenfunction in the cloaked region for a passive device.

In [26], the author asserted that the fields inside and outside the cloaked region are

completely decoupled from each other. It is discussed in the literature that cloaking

for the Helmholtz equation is achieved and the energy of the field inside the cloaked

region is finite (see, e.g., [4, 5, 26, 27]). Two-dimensional perfect cloaking has not

been studied as extensively as in the three-dimensional case, and it is often argued

that the field in the cloaked region is a solution of the Neumann problem.

We recall that the weak solution considered in [5] is only discussed in three

dimensions. The degree of invisibility in the approximate cloaking problem is

more widely understood when one uses an appropriate lossy layer. In this case, the

same estimates as above hold independently of the material parameters in D (see

[11, 18, 20]), and there are explicit frequency-dependent estimates that are valid

for all frequencies (see [20]). The zero-frequency case is less complicated. This

is studied in [12] (see also [19]) where no lossy layer is used and better estimates

are obtained. Without a lossy layer, the degree of invisibility in two dimensions

is discussed in [23] when the material parameters inside the cloaked region are

isotropic and homogeneous, and the approximate cloaking is confirmed for the

three-dimensional nonresonant case in [7] (without an estimate of the degree of

invisibility). Recently Greenleaf, Kurulev, Lassas, and Uhlmann [9] observed that

cloaking without shielding is possible (compare this finding with our results in the

three-dimensional resonant case).

Let us describe the problem more precisely. To illustrate the idea, let us suppose

that the cloaking region is the annular f1 < jxj < 2g and the cloaked region is the

unit ball B centered at the origin of Rd (d D 2; 3). Using the scheme in [12], the

parameters in the cloaking region are given by

ac ; �c D F"�I; F"�1;

where F" is the map that blows up the ball B" into B1 given by

(1.1) F" D

8̂<
:̂
x if x 2 Rd n B2;�

2�2"
2�"

C jxj
2�"

�
x

jxj if x 2 B2 n B";
x
"

if x 2 B":
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Hereafter we use the standard notation

(1.2)
F�A.y/ D DF.x/A.x/DF T.x/

detDF.x/
; F�†.y/ D †.x/

detDF.x/
;

where x D F�1.y/

for any matrix-valued function A and any complex function †, and we denote by

Dr the set frx W x 2 Dg for any open bounded set D of Rd and for any r > 0.

Let a be a uniformly elliptic matrix-valued function defined in B1, and let � be

a complex function defined in B1, f 2 L2.Rd /, such that 0 � ess inf =.�/ �
ess sup =.�/ < C1, 0 < ess inf <.�/ < ess sup <.�/ < C1, and supp f �
.B4 nB3/[B1. For k > 0, let u; uc 2 H 1

loc.R
d / be the unique outgoing solutions

of the equations

(1.3) �uC k2u D f�fjxj�2g in Rd

and

(1.4) div.Acruc/C k2†cuc D f in Rd ;

where �� denotes the characteristic function of the set � for any � � Rd , and

(1.5) Ac ; †c D

8̂<
:̂
I; 1 in Rd n B2;

ac D F"�I; �c D F"�1 in B2 n B1;

a; � in B1:

In the following, whenever we talk about outgoing solutions to a Helmholtz prob-

lem at frequency k, we mean solutions that satisfy

@v

@r
� ikv D o.r� d�1

2 / as r D jxj ! 1;

where d D 2 or 3 is the dimension of space.

Remark 1.3. Physically a and � are the material parameters in the cloaked re-

gion B1; f is a given source outside the cloaking region, u describes the field

corresponding to the source existing outside the cloaked and cloaking regions in

free space, and uc describes the field due to the source f in the presence of the

cloaking device and the cloaked object.

The effectiveness of the approximate cloak and the limit of uc as " ! 0 are de-

scribed in Theorems 1.4 and 1.8 below. The proofs will be presented in Sections 2

and 3.

THEOREM 1.4. Let d D 3, k > 0, and 0 < " < 1. Define1

M WD ˚
 2 H 1.B1/ W div.ar /C k2� D 0 in B1

and ar � � D 0 on @B1

�
:

(1.6)

1 In the following, � denotes the unit normal vector on @D directed to the complement of D for

any smooth bounded open subset D of Rd .
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In the resonant case, i.e., when M 6D f0g, assume in addition that
R

B1
f xe D 0 for

any e 2 M .2 Then for all K b R3 n B1,

kuc � u ı F�1
0 kH 1.K/ � C"kf kL2

for some positive constant C depending on k, K, a, and � , but independent of "
and f . We also have that uc * Cl3.f / weakly in H 1.B1/. As a consequence,

lim
"!0

kuc � Cl3.f /kL2.B1/ D 0:

Here and in the following, F0.x/ WD lim"! F".x/ for x 2 Rd n f0g and for

d D 2; 3.

DEFINITION 1.5. Let d D 3. We define Cl3 as follows:

(i) The nonresonant case: M D f0g. Define Cl3.f / D v where v 2 H 1.B1/

is the unique solution of the system(
div.arv/C k2�v D f in B1;

arv � �ˇ̌
int

D 0 on @B1:

(ii) The resonant case: M 6D f0g. Assume in addition that
R

B1
f xe D 0 for any

e 2 M . Consider the triple of functions .vext; vint; w/ 2 W 1.R3 n B1/ �
H 1.B1/ �M?, which is the unique solution of the systems8̂<

:̂
�vext D 0 in R3 n B1;

div.arvint/C k2�vint D f in B1;

div.arw/C k2�w D 0 in B1;

and 8̂<
:̂
vext � vint D �u.0/ on @B1;

arvint � � D 0 on @B1;
@vext

@�
D arw � � on @B1:

Define

Cl3.f / D vint:

Hereafter, for a connected smooth open region U of R3 with a bounded com-

plement (this includes U D R3), W 1.U / is defined as follows:3

(1.7) W 1.U / D
�
 2 L1

loc.U / W  .x/p
1C jxj2 2 L2.U / and r 2 L2.U /

�
:

2 This condition is necessary and sufficient to have a solution v 2 H1.B1/ of the system

div.arv/ C k2�v D f in B1 and arv � � D 0 on @B1 by the Fredholm alternative theory; see,

e.g., [1, 14].
3 The space W 1, which is defined here in three dimensions and later in two dimensions (see Def-

inition 1.7), has been used in the study of the Laplace equation in an unbounded domain, e.g., [17].
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On the boundary @D of any bounded open set D � R3, �
ˇ̌
ext

and �
ˇ̌
int

denote the

trace of � from the outside and the inside. For any closed subspace M of H 1.D/,

we also denote the space M? by

(1.8) M? D
�
 2 H 1.D/ W

Z
D

.r r x� C  x�/dx D 0 8� 2 M
o
:

Remark 1.6. The uniqueness of the triple .vext; vint; w/ is established in Lemma 2.3

(Section 2). The existence of .vext; vint; w/ will follow from the proof of Theo-

rem 1.4.

The following definition will be used in Theorem 1.8 concerning the two-dimen-

sional setting.

DEFINITION 1.7. In the two-dimensional setting, the system is nonresonant if the

problem

(1.9)

8̂̂<
ˆ̂:
�w D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arw/C k2�w D 0 in B1;

@w
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

D arw � �ˇ̌
int

on @B1:

only has the zero solution in W 1.R2/. Otherwise, the system is resonant.
In the nonresonant case, we define CL2.f / D v to be the unique solution in

W 1.R2/ of the system48̂̂<
ˆ̂:
�v D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arv/C k2�v D f in B1;

@v
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

D arv � �ˇ̌
int

on @B1:

Hereafter, for a connected smooth open region U of R2 with a bounded com-

plement (this include U D R2), W 1.U / is defined as follows:

(1.10) W 1.U / D�
 2 L1

loc.U / W  .x/

ln.2C jxj/p1C jxj2 2 L2.U / and r 2 L2.U /

�
:

THEOREM 1.8. Let d D 2, k > 0, and 0 < " < 1. Assume that the system is
nonresonant. Then for all K b R2 n B1,

kuc � u ı F�1
0 kH 1.K/ � C

jln "jkf kL2

4 The existence of v is a consequence of the Fredholm alternative theory (see also part (ii) of

Lemma 3.3).
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for some positive constant C depending on K, k, a, and � , but independent of "
and f . We also have that uc * Cl2.f / weakly in H 1.B1/. As a consequence,

lim
"!0

kuc � Cl2.f /kL2.B1/ D 0:

Remark 1.9. From Theorem 1.8, the limit of the field in D is 0 when the cloaked

region is passive in the two-dimensional nonresonant case.

We also show in the following proposition that if k is small enough (the small-

ness condition depends only on the bounds of a and � ), then the system is nonres-

onant. Proposition 1.10 will be proved in Section 3.

PROPOSITION 1.10. Let 0 < c1 < c2 < 0. Assume that c1j�j2 � ha�, �i � c2j�j2,
0 � =.�/ � c2, c1 < <.�/ < c2 in B1. There exists k0 > 0, depending only on
c1 and c2, such that if k < k0, then the system is nonresonant.

The following proposition, which will be proved in Section 4, establishes the

results mentioned in Property (3).

PROPOSITION 1.11. Let d D 3 and k > 0. Assume thatM 6D 0 and fix an element
e 2 M such that kekL2.B1/ D 1. Let uc be the solution of (1.4) with f D 0 in
R3 n B1 and f D e in B1.

(i) We have
lim inf

"!0
"kuckH 1.B1/ > 0:

(ii) Assume in addition that e is radial, and that a and � are isotropic and
homogeneous in B1I i.e., a D �1I and � D �2 for some positive constants
�1 and �2. Then

lim inf
"!0

kuckL2.B4nB2/ > 0:

Concerning the two-dimensional resonant case, we have the following proposi-

tion, which establishes the results in Property (5) and is proved in Section 5.

PROPOSITION 1.12. Let d D 2 and k > 0. Assume that the system is resonant.
Define

N D f 2 W 1.R2/ W  satisfies (1.9)g:
Fix an element e 2 N such that kekL2.B1/ D 1. Let uc 2 H 1

loc.R
2/ be the unique

outgoing solution of (1.4) with f D 0 in R2 n B1 and f D e in B1.
(i) We have

lim inf
"!0

kuckH 1.B1/ D C1:

(ii) Assume in addition that e is radial, and that a and � are isotropic and
homogeneous in B1I i.e., a D �1I and � D �2 for some positive constants
�1 and �2. Then

lim inf
"!0

kuckL2.B4nB2/ > 0:
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Concerning the instability of the approximate cloaking with respect to the mate-

rial parameters inside the cloaked region, we establish the following result, which

is proved in Section 6:

PROPOSITION 1.13. Let d D 2; 3, k > 0, and � 2 Rd with j�j D 1. There exist a
positive number �0 > 0 and a family of positive numbers .�"/ such that

(1.11)

8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

0 < lim inf"!0 "
�1j�" � �0j

� lim sup"!0 "
�1j�" � �0j < C1 if d D 3;

0 < lim inf"!0 jln "jj�" � �0j
� lim sup"!0 jln "jj�" � �0j < C1 if d D 2;

and
lim inf

"!0
kuc;skL2.B4nB2/ > 0:

Here uc;s 2 H 1
loc.R

d / satisfies the outgoing condition and uc.x/ WD uc;s.x/ C
eik��x is a solution of the equation

div.Acruc/C k2†cuc D 0:

Here .Ac ; †c/ is defined in (1.5) with a D I and � D �".

Remark 1.14. We recall that when the parameters a and � are fixed and the cloaked

region is passive, cloaking is achieved in the three-dimensional and two-dimen-

sional nonresonant cases (see Theorems 1.4 and 1.8). Still, Proposition 1.13 does

not contradict this fact since it holds under condition (1.11), which is invalid for

fixed a" and �".

Our approach to Theorems 1.4 and 1.8 is based on the study of the effect of a

small inclusion. The study of approximate cloaking based on the effect of a small

inclusion was discussed in [11, 12, 16, 18, 19, 20]. It is well-known that when

material parameters inside a small inclusion are, roughly speaking, bounded from

below and above by positive constants, the effect of the small inclusion is small

(see, e.g., [25]). Without this assumption, the effect of the inclusion is not small

(see, e.g., [11, 18]) unless there is an appropriate lossy layer (see [11, 18, 20]).

In our setting, the boundedness assumption is violated and no lossy layer is used.

Nevertheless, the effect of the small inclusion is still small (in the nonresonant case)

due to the special structure induced from (1.2). The starting point of our approach

relies on the following well-known fact:

PROPOSITION 1.15. Let d � 2, k > 0, A be a bounded matrix-valued function,
† be a bounded complex function defined on Rd , h 2 L2.Rd /, F W Rd ! Rd be
Lipschitz, surjective, and invertible with F.x/ D x on Rd nB2, and c < detDF <

1=c a.e., x 2 Rd for some positive constant c. Then u 2 H 1
loc.R

d / is a solution of

div.Aru/C k2†u D h in Rd
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if and only if v WD u ı F�1 2 H 1
loc.R

d / is a solution of

div.F�Arv/C k2F�†v D F�h in Rd ;

where F�A and F�† are defined in (1.5), and F�h is similarly defined as F�†.
Moreover, u D v outside B2.

Finally, we want to mention that the approximate cloaking for the wave equation

has been recently studied in [21], where an appropriate lossy layer is used.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the proof of Theo-

rem 1.4. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.8 and Proposition 1.10. The proofs of

Propositions 1.11, 1.12, and 1.13 are presented in Sections 4, 5, and 6, respectively.

After finishing the present paper, we became aware of related work of Lassas

and Zhou [13], in which they obtained a nonlocal boundary condition at the inner

cloak interface for a spherical domain in the two-dimensional nonresonant case.

Their definition of resonance is given in terms of constraints on Bessel functions

[13, eq. (31)], and their boundary condition [13, eq. (41)] is in a different form

from what we present here.

2 Proof of Theorem 1.4
It is clear from the definition of .Ac ; †c/ in (1.5) that Ac D F"�A" and †c D

F"�†" where

A"; †" D
(
I; 1 if x 2 R3 n B";
1
"
a.x="/; 1

"3 �.x="/ if x 2 B":

Applying Proposition 1.15, Theorem 1.4 is a consequence of the following:

THEOREM 2.1. Let k > 0 and 0 < " < 1. Let u" 2 H 1
loc.R

3/ be the unique
solution of (

div.A"ru"/C k2†"u" D F�1
" �f in R3;

u" satisfies the outgoing condition:

In the resonant case, assume in addition that
R

B1
f xe D 0 for all e 2 M . Then for

all r > 0, there exists a constant C D C.r; k; a; �/ that is independent of " and f
such that

(2.1) ku" � ukH 1.B3r nB2r / � C"kf kL2 :

Moreover, if U".x/ D u"."x/, then U" * Cl3.f / weakly in H 1.B1/. Conse-
quently,

lim
"!0

kU" � Cl3.f /kL2.B1/ D 0:

Here the operator Cl3 is given in Definition 1.5.

The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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2.1 Preliminaries
In this section we present some lemmas that will be used in the proof of The-

orem 2.1. Instead of dealing with the unit ball B1, we will present results for a

smooth open subset D of R3. We will also suppose that D � B1 and R3 n D
is connected. We first recall the following result [18, lemma 2.2], which will be

useful in our analysis.

LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 < " < 1 and g" 2 H 1=2.@D/. Assume that v" 2 H 1
loc.R

3 n xD/
is the unique solution of8̂<

:̂
�v" C "2v" D 0 in R3 n xD;
v" D g" on @D;
v" satisfies the outgoing condition:

(i) We have

(2.2) kv"kH 1.Br nD/ � Crkg"kH 1=2.@D/ 8r > 5
and

(2.3) "1=2kv"kL2.B4r="nBr="/ � Crkg"kH 1=2.@D/

for some positive constants Cr D C.r;D/.
(ii) Assume in addition that g" * g weakly in H 1=2.@D/ as " ! 0. Then

v" * v weakly inH 1
loc.R

3 nD/ where v 2 W 1.R3 nD/ (the spaceW 1 is
defined in (1.7)) is the unique solution of

(2.4)

(
�v D 0 in R3 nD;
v D g on @D:

PROOF. Inequalities (2.2), and (2.3) with r D 1 are in [18, lemma 2.2].5 They

are consequences of the fact that the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equa-

tion converges to the fundamental solution of the Laplace equation as the frequency

goes to 0 in three dimensions. The proof of (2.3) in the general case follows in the

same manner. Part (ii) follows from part (i) as follows: From part (i), one may

assume that v" * v weakly in H 1
loc.R

3 n D/ (up to a subsequence) and v sat-

isfies (2.4). Using the representation formula and the fact that the fundamental

solution of the Helmholtz equation converges to the fundamental solution of the

Laplace equation as the frequency goes to 0 in three dimensions, one can prove

that v 2 W 1.R3 n D/. Since (2.4) has a unique solution v 2 W 1.R3 n D/ (see,

e.g., [17, theorem 2.5.14, p. 64]), the result holds for the whole family .v"/. The

details of the proof are left to the reader. �
In what follows, a denotes a real symmetric matrix-valued function and � de-

notes a complex function defined in D. We also assume that a is uniformly el-

liptic and � satisfies 0 < ess inf <� � ess sup <� < C1 and 0 � ess inf =� �
5 There is a typo in [18, eq. (2.4)] for d D 3, where the term "1=2 is missing.
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ess sup =� < C1. We define

M WD ˚
 2 H 1.D/ W div.ar /C k2� D 0 in D

and ar � � D 0 on @D
�
:

(2.5)

The following lemma establishes the uniqueness of .v; w/ in Definition 1.5.

This lemma is also used in the proof of Lemma 2.4.

LEMMA 2.3. Assume that the system is resonant, i.e., M ¤ f0g. Then there exists
no nonzero solution .v; w/ in W 1.R3/ �M? of the systems8̂<

:̂
�v D 0 in R3 nD;
div.arv/C k2�v D 0 in D;
div.arw/C k2�w D 0 in D;(
arv � �ˇ̌

int
D 0 on @D;

@v
@�

ˇ̌
ext

� arw � � D 0 on @D:

(2.6)

Here M and M? are defined in (2.5) and (1.8), respectively.

PROOF. Since v 2 W 1.R3 nD/, it follows from (2.6) that

(2.7)

Z
R3nD

jrvj2 D �
Z

@D

@v

@�

ˇ̌̌
ˇ
ext

xv D �
Z

@D

.arw � �/xv:

On the other hand, from (2.6), we haveZ
D

harv;rvi �
Z
D

k2� jvj2 D 0:

This implies that v D 0 on the set f=� > 0g. Thus we deduce from (2.6) that

(2.8)

Z
@D

.arw � �/xv D
Z
D

arwrxv �
Z
D

k2�wxv D
Z
D

arvr xw �
Z
D

k2�v xw

and

(2.9)

Z
D

arvr xw �
Z
D

k2�v xw D
Z

@D

�
arv � �ˇ̌

int

� xw D 0:

A combination of (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) yields v D 0 in R3 nD. It follows that, by

(2.6) and the unique continuation principle,

v D 0 in R3:

From (2.6), arw � � D 0. Hence w D 0 since w 2 M? and div.arw/C k2�w D
0. �

We now establish the crucial ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 < " < 1 and k > 0. Let 	" 2 L2.D/, g" 2 H�1=2.@D/, and
v" 2 H 1

loc.R
3/ be the unique solution of the system8̂̂̂

<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�v" C "2k2v" D 0 in R3 n xD;
div.arv"/C k2�v" D 	" in D;
@v"

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� 1
"
arv" � �ˇ̌

int
D g" on @D;

v" satisfies the outgoing condition:

In the case M ¤ f0g .M is defined in (2.5)), assume in addition that
R

B1
	"xe D 0

for all e 2 M . We have

(2.10) kv"kH 1.B5/ � C.k	"kL2.D/ C kg"kH �1=2.@D//

for some positive constant C depending only on k, a, � , and D but independent
of ", 	", and g". Assume that 	" * 	 weakly in L2.D/ and g" * g weakly in
H�1=2.@D/ as " ! 0. Then v" * v weakly in H 1.D/. Consequently,

lim
"!0

kv" � vkL2.D/ D 0:

Here
(i) in the nonresonant case, M D f0g, v 2 H 1.D/ is the unique solution of

the system

(2.11)

(
div.arv/C k2�v D 	 in D;
arv � � D 0 on @DI

(ii) in the resonant case,M ¤ f0g, v is the first component of the pair .v; w/ 2
W 1.R3/ �M? that is the unique solution of the systems8̂<

:̂
�v D 0 in R3 nD;
div.arv/C k2�v D 	 in D;
div.arw/C k2�w D 0 in D;(
arv � �ˇ̌

int
D 0 on @D;

@v
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arw � � D g on @D:

(2.12)

Here M? is defined by (1.8).

Remark 2.5. The uniqueness of .v; w/ follows from Lemma 2.3. The existence of

.v; w/ will be proved in the proof of Lemma 2.4.

PROOF. We first prove that

(2.13) kv"kL2.B5/ � C.k	"kL2.D/ C kg"kH �1=2.@D//

by contradiction. Suppose that there exist .	n/ � L2.D/ (we also assume thatR
D 	nxe D 0 for any e 2 M in the resonant case), .gn/ � H�1=2.@D/, and "n ! 0
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such that

(2.14) kvnkL2.B5/ D 1 and lim
n!1.k	nkL2.D/ C kgnkH �1=2.@D// D 0:

Here vn 2 H 1
loc.R

3/ is the unique solution of

(2.15)

8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�vn C "2
nk

2vn D 0 in R3 n xD;
div.arvn/C k2�vn D 	n in D;
@vn

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� 1
"n
arvn � �ˇ̌

int
D gn on @D;

vn satisfies the outgoing condition:

Multiplying system (2.15) by xvn (the conjugate of vn) and integrating the expres-

sion obtained over B4, we have

(2.16)

Z
B4nD

jrvnj2 � "2
nk

2

Z
B4nD

jvnj2

C 1

"n

Z
D

harvn;rvni � 1

"n

Z
D

k2� jvnj2

D
Z

@B4

@vn

@r
xvn �

Z
@D

gnxvn � 1

"n

Z
D

	nxvn:

Applying Lemma 2.2, we deduce from (2.14) and (2.16) thatZ
D

jrvnj2 � C;

which implies, since kvnkL2.D/ � 1,

(2.17) kvnkH 1=2.@D/ � C:

Using Lemma 2.2, from (2.14), (2.15), and (2.17), we have

(2.18) kvnkH 1.Br / � Cr 8r > 0:

Case 1. The nonresonant case: M D f0g. From (2.18) and Lemma 2.2(ii), one

may assume that vn * v weakly in H 1
loc.R

3/ and vn ! v in L2.B5/ for some

v 2 W 1.R3/ such that8̂<
:̂
�v D 0 in R3 nD;
div.arv/C k2�v D 0 in D;

arv � �ˇ̌
int

D 0 on @D:

Since M D f0g, it follows that

(2.19) v D 0 in D:
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Hence (
�v D 0 in R3 nD;
v D 0 on @D:

Since v 2 W 1.R3 n D/ (by Lemma 2.2), it follows that (see, e.g., [17, theorem

2.5.14, p. 64])

(2.20) v D 0 in R3 nD:
Combining (2.19) and (2.20) yields v D 0. We have a contradiction since

kvkL2.B5/ D lim
n!1 kvnkL2.B5/ D 1:

Case 2. The resonant case: M 6D f0g.

Since
R

D 	nxe D 0 for any e 2 M , it follows from the Fredholm alternative

theory (see, e.g., [1, 14]) that there exists a unique solution v1;n 2 M? of the

system

(2.21)

(
div.arv1;n/C k2�v1;n D 	n in D;

arv1;n � � D 0 on @D:

Moreover, we have

(2.22) kv1;nkH 1.D/ � Ck	nkL2.D/

for some positive constant C independent of 	n. Let v2;n be the projection of

vn � v1;n into M , i.e., v2;n 2 M and vn � v1;n � v2;n 2 M?. Set

(2.23) wn D 1

"n
.vn � v1;n � v2;n/ .2 M?/:

Then

(2.24) arvn � �ˇ̌
int

D "narwn � � on @D:

We deduce from (2.15) and the definition of M that

(2.25)

(
div.arwn/C k2�wn D 0 in D;

arwn � � D @vn

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� gn on @D:

Combining (2.14), (2.18), and (2.25) yields

karwn � �kH �1=2.@D/ �
����@vn

@�

ˇ̌̌
ˇ
ext

����
H �1=2.@D/

C kgnkH �1=2.@D/ � C:

Since div.arwn/C k2�wn D 0 in D and wn 2 M?, it follows that

(2.26) kwnkH 1.D/ � C:

From (2.18), (2.26), and the fact that wn 2 M?, one may assume that(
vn * v weakly in H 1

loc.R
3/;

wn * w 2 M? weakly in H 1.D/:
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By Lemma 2.2, it follows from (2.14), (2.15), (2.24), and (2.25) that .v; w/ 2
W 1.R3/ �M? is a solution of the system8̂<

:̂
�v D 0 in R3 nD;
div.arv/C k2�v D 0 in D;

div.arw/C k2�w D 0 in D;

and

(
arv � �ˇ̌

int
D 0 on @D;

@v
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

D arw � � on @D:

From Lemma 2.3 we have that v D 0 and thus a contradiction since kvkL2.B5/ D 1.

From Cases 1 and 2, (2.13) is proved. Hence we obtain (2.10) by using (2.13)

and applying the same arguments used to get (2.18). The conclusion of the second

part is a consequence of (2.10) and can be processed as follows: From (2.10),

one may assume that v" * v weakly in H 1.D/ (up to a subsequence). In the

nonresonant case, v 2 H 1.D/ is a solution of the system (2.11). Since (2.11)

has a unique solution v 2 H 1.D/, the conclusion in this case holds for the whole

family. In the resonant case, applying the same decomposition as in (2.23) and

using the same facts as in (2.15), (2.24), and (2.25), one may assume that (up to a

subsequence) (
v" * v 2 W 1.R3/ weakly in H 1

loc.R
3/;

w" * w 2 M? weakly in H 1.D/;

and .v; w/ 2 W 1.R3/ � M? satisfies system (2.12). Since system (2.12) has a

unique solution in .v; w/ 2 W 1.R3/�M? (by Lemma 2.3), the conclusion holds

for the whole family. �

2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1.
We follow the method used in the proof of [18, theorem 2.1]. Let u1;" 2

H 1
loc.R

3/ be the unique solution of8̂<
:̂
�u1;" C k2u1;" D f .D F�1

" �f / in R3 n B";

u1;" D 0 in B";

u1;" satisfies the outgoing condition:

Define

w1;" D u1;" � u and w2;" D u" � u1;":

We claim that

(2.27) kw1;"kH 1.B4r nBr / � Cr"kf kL2

and

(2.28) kw2;"kH 1.B4r nBr / � Cr"kf kL2 :
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PROOF OF CLAIM (2.27). From the definition of w1;", it follows that w1;" 2
H 1

loc.R
3/ and w1;" satisfies

(2.29)

8̂<
:̂
�w1;" C k2w1;" D 0 in R3 n B";

w1;" D �u in @B";

w1;" satisfies the outgoing condition:

Define W1;".x/ D w1;"."x/. Then W1;" 2 H 1
loc.R

3/ and W1;" satisfies

(2.30)

8̂<
:̂
�W1;" C "2k2W1;" D 0 in R3 n B1;

W1;" D �u."�/ in @B1;

W1;" satisfies the outgoing condition:

Since ku."�/kH 1=2.@B1/ � kf kL2 , by Lemma 2.2, we have

"

Z
B4r="nBr="

jW1;"j2 � Crkf k2
L2 :

By a change of variables,

(2.31)

Z
B4r nBr

jw1;"j2 � Cr"
2kf k2

L2 :

Since�w1;"Ck2w1;" D 0 in R3n xB", by the regularity theory of elliptic equations,

Claim (2.27) follows from (2.31). �

PROOF OF CLAIM (2.28). It is clear thatw2;" 2 H 1
loc.R

3/ is the unique solution

of 8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�w2;" C k2w2;" D 0 in R3 n B";

div.A"rw2;"/C k2†"w2;" D F�1
" �f in B";

@w2;"

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� A"rw2;" � �ˇ̌
int

D �@u1;"

@�
on @B";

w2;" satisfies the outgoing condition.

Define W2;".x/ D w2;"."x/. Then W2;" 2 H 1
loc.R

3/ and W2;" is the unique solu-

tion of 8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�W2;" C "2k2W2;" D 0 in R3 n B1;

div.arW2;"/C k2�W2;" D f in B1;
@W2;"

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� 1
"
arW2;" � �ˇ̌

int
D �"@u1;"

@�
."x/ on @B1;

W2;" satisfies the outgoing condition:

Since u1;" D w1;" C u and W1;" D w1;"." � /, it follows that

(2.32) "
@u1;"

@�
."x/ D @W1;"

@�
.x/C "

@u

@�
."x/ on @B1:
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From (2.30) and Lemma 2.2, we obtain����" @u1;"

@�
."x/

����
H �1=2.@B1/

� Ckf kL2 :

We deduce from Lemma 2.4 that

kW2;"kH 1.B5/ � Ckf kL2 :

Applying Lemma 2.2, we have

"

Z
B4r="nBr="

jW2;"j2 � Crkf k2
L2 :

By a change of variables, Z
B4r nBr

jw2;"j2 � Cr"
2kf k2

L2 :

Claim (2.28) now follows from the regularity theory of elliptic equations and the

fact that �w2;" C k2w2;" D 0 in R3 n xB". �
Thus Claims (2.27) and (2.28) are proved. Since u" � u D w1;" C w2;", (2.1)

follows.

The rest of the proof goes as follows. Since u." � / ! u.0/, it follows from

(2.30) and Lemma 2.2 that W1;" * W1 weakly in H 1
loc.R

3 n B1/ where W1 2
W 1.R3 n B1/ is the unique solution of

(2.33)

(
�W1 D 0 in R3 n B1;

W1 D �u.0/ in @B1:

Case 1. The nonresonant case: M D f0g. By Lemma 2.4, W2;" * yv weakly in

H 1.B/ where yv is the unique solution of the system(
div.aryv/C k2�yv D f in B1;

aryv � �ˇ̌
int

D 0 on @B1:

Therefore, the conclusion follows in this case.

Case 2. The resonant case: M ¤ f0g. By Lemma 2.4, it follows from (2.32)

that W2;" * yv weakly in H 1
loc.R

3/ where yv is the first component of the pair

.yv; yw/ 2 W 1.R3/ �M?, which is the unique solution of the systems8̂<
:̂
�yv D 0 in R3 n B1;

div.aryv/C k2�yv D f in B1;

div.ar yw/C k2� yw D 0 in B1;(
aryv � �ˇ̌

int
D 0 on @B1;

@yv
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

C @W1

@�
D ar yw � � on @B1:

(2.34)
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Hence yv depends on u.0/ throughW1 (see the transmission condition in (2.34) and

the system of W1 in (2.33)). Define vext D yv C W1 for x 2 R3 n B1, vint D yv
if x 2 B1, and w D yw if x 2 B1. It follows from (2.33) and (2.34) that the

triple .vext; vint; w/ 2 W 1.R3 nB1/�H 1.B1/�M? is the unique solution of the

systems 8̂<
:̂
�vext D 0 in R3 n B1;

div.arvint/C k2�vint D f in B1;

div.arw/C k2�w D 0 in B1;8̂<
:̂
vext � vint D �u.0/ on @B1;

arvint � � D 0 on @B1;
@vext

@�
D arw � � on @B1:

Since U" D W2;" in B1 and W2;" * yv D vint D Cl3.f / in H 1.B1/, we obtain

the conclusion in this case.

3 Proofs of Theorem 1.8 and Proposition 1.10
According to Proposition 1.15, Theorem 1.8 is a consequence of the following:

THEOREM 3.1. Let d D 2, k > 0, and 0 < " < 1. Define

A"; †" D
(
I; 1 if x 2 R2 n B";

a.x="/; 1
"2�.x="/ if x 2 B":

Let u" 2 H 1
loc.R

2/ be the unique solution of(
div.A"ru"/C k2†"u" D F�1

" � f in R2;

u" satisfies the outgoing condition:

Assume the system is nonresonant (the nonresonant system is defined in Defini-
tion 1.7). We have

(3.1) ku" � ukH 1.B4r nBr / � C

jln "jkf kL2

for some C D C.r; k; a; �/. Moreover, if U".x/ D u"."x/, then U" * Cl2.f /

weakly in H 1.B1/. Consequently,

lim
"!0

kU" � Cl2.f /kL2.B1/ D 0:

In the rest of this section, we present the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Proposi-

tion 1.10.
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3.1 Preliminaries
In this section we present some lemmas that will be used in the proof of The-

orem 3.1. Instead of dealing with the unit ball B1, we will present results for a

smooth open subset D of R2. We will also assume that D � B1 and R2 n D
is connected. We first recall the following result [18, lemma 2.2], which will be

useful in our analysis.

LEMMA 3.2. Let 0 < " < 1 and g" 2 H 1=2.@D/. Assume that R2nD is connected
and v" 2 H 1

loc.R
2/ is the unique solution of8̂<

:̂
�v" C "2v" D 0 in R2 nD;
v" D g" on @D;
v"satisfies the outgoing condition:

(i) We have

(3.2) kv"kH 1.Br nD/ � Crkg"kH 1=2.@D/ 8r > 5
and

(3.3) kv"kL2.B4r="nBr="/ � Cr

"jln "jkg"kH 1=2.@D/

for some positive constants Cr D C.r;D/.
(ii) Assume that g" * g weakly in H 1=2.@D/. Then v" * v weakly in

H 1
loc.R

2 n D/, where v 2 W 1.R2 n D/ (defined in (1.10)) is the unique
solution of

(3.4)

(
�v D 0 in R2 nD;
v D g on @D:

PROOF. Inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) with r D 1 are in [18, lemma 2.2].6 The

proof of (3.3) in the general case follows in the same manner. To prove part (ii) we

process as follows. Since .v"/ is bounded in H 1
loc.R

2 n D/, one may assume that

v" * v weakly in H 1
loc.R

2 nD/ (up to a subsequence). Then v 2 W 1.R2 n xD/.
This fact is not stated in [18, lemma 2.2]; however, the proof is already there (see

[18, (2.20) and (2.22)]). It is clear that v satisfies (3.4). Since (3.4) has a unique

solution v 2 W 1.R2 n xD/ (see, e.g., [17, theorem 2.5.14 and remarks on p. 64])

the conclusion holds for the whole sequence. The details of the proof are left to the

reader. �

The following lemma plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

LEMMA 3.3. Let 0 < " < 1, k > 0, 	" 2 L2.D/, g" 2 H�1=2.@D/, a be
a real symmetric matrix-valued function, and � be a complex function defined
on D. Assume that a is uniformly elliptic, 0 < ess inf <� � ess sup <� < C1,

6 There is a typo in [18, (2.4)] for d D 2 where the term "1=2 must be replaced by ".
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0 � ess inf =� � ess sup =� < C1, and the system is nonresonant.7 Let
v" 2 H 1

loc.R
2/ be the unique solution of8̂̂̂

<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�v" C "2k2v" D 0 in R2 nD;
div.arv"/C k2�v" D 	" in D;
@v"

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arv" � �ˇ̌
int

D g" on @D;

v" satisfies the outgoing condition:

(i) We have

kv"kH 1.B5nD/ � C.k	"kL2.D/ C kg"kH �1=2.@D//

for some positive constant C depending only on k, a, � , and D but inde-
pendent of ", 	", and g".

(ii) Assume in addition that 	" * 	 weakly in L2.D/ and g" * g weakly in
H�1=2.@D/ as " ! 0. Then v" * v weakly in H 1.D/. Consequently,

lim
"!0

kv" � vkL2.D/ D 0:

Here v 2 W 1.R2/ is the unique solution of the system

(3.5)

8̂̂<
ˆ̂:
�v D 0 in R2 nD;
div.arv/C k2�v D 	 in D;
@v
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arv � �ˇ̌
int

D g on @D:

PROOF. We first prove that

(3.6) kv"kL2.B5/ � C.k	"kL2.D/ C kg"kH �1=2.@D//

by contradiction. Suppose that there exist .	n/ � L2.D/, .gn/ � H�1=2.@D/,

and ."n/ such that ."n/ converges to 0,

(3.7) kvnkL2.B5/ D 1 and lim
n!1.k	nkL2.D/ C kgnkH �1=2.@D// D 0:

Here vn 2 H 1
loc.R

2/ is the unique solution of the system

(3.8)

8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�vn C "2
nk

2vn D 0 in R2 nD;
div.arvn/C k2�vn D 	n in D;
@vn

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arvn � �ˇ̌
int

D gn on @D;

vn satisfies the outgoing condition:

Applying Lemma 3.2 and the regularity theory of elliptic equations, we deduce

from (3.7) that

(3.9) kvnkH 1.Br nB3/ � Cr 8r > 5:
7 The definition of the nonresonance in this case is the same as the case corresponding to the unit

ball B1; i.e., if w 2 W 1.R2/ satisfies (1.9) where B1 is replaced by D, then w D 0.
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Multiplying system (3.8) with xvn (the conjugate of vn) and integrating the expres-

sion obtained over B4, we haveZ
B4nD

jrvnj2 � "2
nk

2

Z
B4nD

jvnj2

C
Z
D

harvn;rvni �
Z
D

k2� jvnj2

D �
Z
D

	nxvn C
Z

@B4

@vn

@r
xvn �

Z
@D

gnxvn:

From (3.7) and (3.9), it follows that

(3.10)

Z
B4

jrvnj2 � C:

Combining (3.7), (3.9), and (3.10) yields

(3.11) kvnkH 1.Br / � Cr 8r > 0:
Hence without loss of generality, one may assume that vn * v weakly inH 1

loc.R
2/

and vn ! v in L2
loc.R

2/, where v 2 W 1.R2/ (by Lemma 3.2) is a solution of the

system 8̂̂<
ˆ̂:
�v D 0 in R2 n xD;
div.arv/C k2�v D 0 in D;

@v
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arv � �ˇ̌
int

D 0 on @D:

Since the system is nonresonant, v D 0. We have a contradiction since

kvkL2.B5/ D lim
n!1 kvnkL2.B5/ D 1:

Hence (3.6) is proved. Using the same argument to obtain (3.11), we deduce part

(i) of the conclusion from (3.6). Part (ii) of the conclusion follows from part (i) and

the uniqueness of system (3.5). �

3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is quite similar to the one of Theorem 2.1. However,

instead of using Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, we apply Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. For the

convenience of the reader, we present the proof.

Let u1;" 2 H 1
loc.R

2/ be the unique solution of8̂<
:̂
�u1;" C k2u1;" D f .D F�1

" �f / in R2 n B";

u1;" D 0 in B";

u1;" satisfies the outgoing condition:
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Define

w1;" D u1;" � u and w2;" D u" � u1;":

We claim that

(3.12) kw1;"kH 1.B4r nBr / � Cr

jln "jkf kL2

and

(3.13) kw2;"kH 1.B4r nBr / � Cr

jln "jkf kL2 :

PROOF OF CLAIM (3.12). From the definition of w1;", it follows that w1;" 2
H 1

loc.R
2/, and w1;" satisfies8̂<

:̂
�w1;" C k2w1;" D 0 in R2 n B";

w1;" D �u in @B";

w1;" satisfies the outgoing condition:

Define W1;".x/ D w1;"."x/. Then W1;" 2 H 1
loc.R

2/, and W1;" satisfies

(3.14)

8̂<
:̂
�W1;" C "2k2W1;" D 0 in R2 n B1;

W1;" D �u." � / in @B1;

W1;" satisfies the outgoing condition:

Since ku." � /kH 1=2.@B1/ � kf kL2 , by Lemma 3.2, we have

"2

Z
B4r="nBr="

jW1;"j2 � Cr

jln "j2 kf k2
L2 :

By a change of variables,

(3.15)

Z
B4r nBr

jw1;"j2 � Cr

jln "j2 kf k2
L2 :

Since�w1;"Ck2w1;" D 0 in R2n xB", by the regularity theory of elliptic equations,

Claim (3.12) follows from (3.15). �

PROOF OF CLAIM (3.13). It is clear thatw2;" 2 H 1
loc.R

2/ is the unique solution

of 8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�w2;" C k2w2;" D 0 in R2 n B";

div.A"rw2;"/C k2†"w2;" D F�1
" �f in B";

@w2;"

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� A"rw2;" � �ˇ̌
int

D �@u1;"

@�
on @B";

w2;" satisfies the outgoing condition.
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Define W2;".x/ D w2;"."x/. Then W2;" 2 H 1
loc.R

2/ and W2;" is the unique solu-

tion of 8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�W2;" C "2k2W2;" D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arW2;"/C k2�W2;" D f in B1;
@W2;"

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arW2;" � �ˇ̌
int

D �"@u1;"

@�
."x/ on @B1;

W2;" satisfies the outgoing condition:

Since u1;" D w1;" C u and W1;" D w1;"." � /, it follows that

(3.16) "
@u1;"

@�
."x/ D @W1;"

@�
.x/C "

@u

@�
."x/ on @B1:

From (3.14) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain����" @u1;"

@�
."x/

����
H �1=2.@B1/

� Ckf kL2 :

We deduce from Lemma 3.3 that

kW2;"kH 1.B5/ � Ckf kL2 :

Applying Lemma 3.2, we have

"2

Z
B4r="nBr="

jW2;"j2 � Cr

jln "j2 kf k2
L2 :

By a change of variables, Z
B4r nBr

jw2;"j2 � Cr

jln "j2 kf k2
L2 :

Claim (3.13) now follows from the regularity theory of elliptic equations and the

fact that �w2;" C k2w2;" D 0 in R2 n xB". �
Thus Claims (3.12) and (3.13) are proved. Since u" � u D w1;" C w2;", (3.1)

follows.

The rest of the proof now follows from the following facts:

(1) W1;" *W1 D �u.0/ weakly inH 1
loc.R

2 nB1/ sinceW1 2 W 1.R2 nB1/

is the unique solution of

(3.17)

(
�W1 D 0 in R2 n B1;

W1 D �u.0/ in @B1:

by Lemma 3.2.

(2) W2;" * v weakly inW 1
loc.R

2/where v is the unique solution of the system8̂̂<
ˆ̂:
�v D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arv/C k2�v D f in B1;

@v
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

D arv � � on @B1;
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since W1 D �u.0/ in R2 n B1 by statement (1), and (3.16) holds.

(3) U" D W2;" in B1 and v D Cl2.f /.

3.3 Proof of Proposition 1.10
Proposition 1.10 is a consequence of the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.4. Let k > 0, 0 < c1 < c2 < 1, 	 2 L2.B1/, and g 2 H 1=2.@B1/.
Assume that c1j�j2 � ha�, �i � c2j�j2, 0 � =.�/ � c2, and c1 < <.�/ < c2 on
B1. Then there exists k0 > 0 depending only on c1 and c2 such that if 0 < k < k0,
then there exists a unique solution v 2 W 1.R2/ of the system

(3.18)

8̂̂<
ˆ̂:
�v D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arv/C k2�v D 	 in B1;

@v
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

D arv � �ˇ̌
int

C g on @B1:

PROOF. We only prove the uniqueness of v. The existence of v follows from

the uniqueness. For this end, it suffices to prove that v D 0 if v 2 W 1.R2/ is a

solution of

(3.19)

8̂̂<
ˆ̂:
�v D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arv/C k2�v D 0 in B1;

@v
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

D arv � �ˇ̌
int

on @B1:

Since v 2 W 1.R2/, it follows from (3.19) that (see, e.g., [17] or [19, prop. 2])

(3.20)

Z
@B1

@v

@�

ˇ̌̌
ˇ
ext

D 0

(this identity is the key to the proof) and

(3.21)

Z
R2nB1

jrvj2 C
Z

B1

harv;rvi �
Z

B1

k2� jvj2 D 0:

Integrating the equation div.arv/C k2�v D 0 on B1 and using (3.20), we have

(3.22)

Z
B1

�v D 0;

which implies, by a standard compactness argument,

(3.23) krvkL2.B1/ � CkvkL2.B1/

for some positive constant C depending only on c1 and c2. Combining (3.21) and

(3.23) yields Z
R2nB1

jrvj2 C
Z

B1

harv;rvi D 0
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if 0 < k < k0 for some k0 > 0. This implies that v is constant. Hence v D 0 by

(3.22). �

4 Proof of Proposition 1.11
Define U" D u"."x/ where u" D uc ı F". Then U" is the solution of8̂̂̂

<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�U" C "2k2U" D 0 in R3 n B1;

div.arU"/C k2�U" D e in B1;
@U"

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� 1
"
arU" � �ˇ̌

int
D 0 on @B1;

U" satisfies the outgoing condition:

PROOF OF PART (i). It suffices to prove

(4.1) lim inf
"!0

"kU"kH 1=2.@B1/ > 0;

since uc D U" in B1. We will prove (4.1) by contradiction. Suppose that there

exists "n ! 0 such that

lim
n!1 "nkUnkH 1=2.@B1/ D 0;

where Un is the solution of8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�Un C "2
nk

2Un D 0 in R3 n B1;

div.arUn/C k2�Un D e in B1;
@Un

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� 1
"n
arUn � �ˇ̌

int
D 0 on @B1;

Un satisfies the outgoing condition:

By Lemma 2.2, we have

lim
n!1 "nkUnkH 1.Br nB1/ D 0 8r > 1;

which implies, since �Un C "2
nk

2Un D 0 in R3 n B1,

lim
n!1 "n

����@Un

@�

ˇ̌̌
ˇ
ext

����
H �1=2.@B1/

D 0:

Hence, since @Un

@�

ˇ̌
ext

� 1
"n
arUn � �ˇ̌

int
D 0 on @B1, we have

(4.2) lim
n!1

��arUn � �ˇ̌
int

��
H �1=2.@B1/

D 0:

Multiplying the equation div.arUn/Ck2�Un D e by xe, integrating the expression

obtained on B1, and using the fact that e 2 M , we have

(4.3)

Z
@B1

.arUn � �/xe D
Z

B1

jej2 D 1:

Combining (4.2) and (4.3), we have a contradiction. �
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PROOF OF PART (ii). Since e is radial, a D �1I , and � D �2 for some positive

constants �1 and �2, it follows that U" is radial. This implies U".x/ D c"
eik"jxj

jxj
if jxj > 1 for some positive constant c". Hence the conclusion of part (ii) follows

from (4.1) and the fact that uc.x/ D U".x="/ for x 2 B4 n B2. �

5 Proof of Proposition 1.12
Define U" D u"."x/ where u" D uc ı F". Then U" is the solution of8̂̂̂

<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�U" C "2k2U" D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arU"/C k2�U" D e in B1;
@U"

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arU" � �ˇ̌
int

D 0 on @B1;

U" satisfies the outgoing condition:

PROOF OF PART (i). It suffices to prove

(5.1) lim inf
"!0

kU"kH 1.B1/ D 1;

since uc D U" in B1. We will prove (5.1) by contradiction. Suppose that there

exists "n ! 0 such that

(5.2) sup
n2N

kUnkH 1.B1/ < C1;

where Un is the solution of8̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

�Un C "2
nk

2Un D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arUn/C k2�Un D e in B1;
@Un

@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arUn � �
ˇ̌̌
int

D 0 on @B1;

Un satisfies the outgoing condition:

By Lemma 3.2, we have

sup
n2N

kUnkH 1.Br nB1/ < C1 8r > 1:
It follows from (5.2) that

sup
n2N

kUnkH 1.Br / < C1 8r > 1:

Applying Lemma 3.2, we may assume that Un * U in H 1
loc.R

2/ for some U 2
W 1.R2/ that satisfies

(5.3)

8̂̂<
ˆ̂:
�U D 0 in R2 n B1;

div.arU/C k2�U D e in B1;

@U
@�

ˇ̌̌
ext

� arU � �ˇ̌
int

D 0 on @B1:

However, system (5.3) has no solution in W 1.R2/ since e 2 N . We have a contra-

diction. �
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PROOF OF PART (ii). For notational ease, we will assume that �1 D 1 and

�2 D �. Since e is radial, a D I , and � D �, U" is radial. Thus U" can be

written under the form

U" D c"H
.1/
0 ."kr/ for r D jxj � 1:

This implies

(5.4)
@U"

@�
D c""k@rH

.1/
0 ."k/ for r D jxj D 1:

Since e is radial, e 2 W 1.R2 n B1/, and �e D 0 in R2 n B1, it follows that e is

constant in R2 n B1. Hence

(5.5)
@e
@�

D 0 on @B1:

We have

�U" C k2�U" D e in B1 and �e C k2�e D 0 in B1:

Multiplying the first equation by xe, the second equation by xU", and integrating the

obtained expressions on B1, we haveZ
B1

rU"rxe � k2�U"xe D �
Z

B1

jej2 C
Z

@B1

@U"

@�
xe

and Z
B1

rer xU" � k2�e xU" D
Z

@B1

@e
@�

xU" D 0

(in the last equality, we used (5.5)). This implies

1 D
Z

B1

jej2 D
Z

@B1

@U"

@�
xe:

It follows from (5.4) that Z
@B1

xec""k@rH
.1/
0 ."k/ D 1:

We recall that (see, e.g., [3, chap. 3])

(5.6) lim
r!0

rdH
.1/
0 .r/

dr
D � 2

i

;

which yields

jc"j � c

for some positive constant c. Hence

jU".x="/j � cjH .1/
0 .kjxj/j for 2 � jxj � 4:

Since uc.x/ D U".x="/ for x 2 B4 n B2, the conclusion of part (ii) follows. �
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6 Proof of Proposition 1.13
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 1.13. It suffices to prove the

following proposition:

PROPOSITION 6.1. Let d D 2; 3, k > 0, and �0 > 0 be such that j 0
0.k�0/ D 0 if

d D 3 and J 0
0.k�0/ D 0 if d D 2. Then there exists a family of positive numbers

.�"/ such that(
0 < lim inf"!0 "

�1j�" � �0j � lim sup"!0 "
�1j�" � �0j < C1 if d D 3;

0 < lim inf"!0 jln "jj�" � �0j � lim sup"!0 jln "jj�" � �0j < C1 if d D 2;

and

kuc;skL2.B4nB2/ �
(

kh0kL2.B4nB2/ if d D 3;

kH0kL2.B4nB2/ if d D 2:

Here uc;s 2 H 1
loc.R

d / is such that uc;s satisfies the outgoing condition and if
uc WD uc;s C uc;i with

uc;i D
(
j0.kjxj/ if d D 3;

J0.kjxj/ if d D 2;

then uc is a solution of the equation

div.Acruc/C k2†cuc D 0;

where .Ac ; †c/ is defined in (1.5) with a D I and � D �".

Hereafter h0 denotes the spherical Hankel function of the first kind of order 0,

j0 D <.h0/, and y0 D =.h0/, and H0 denotes the Hankel function of the first

kind of order 0, J0 D <.H0/, and Y0 D =.H0/.

PROOF. Set u" D uc ı F" and u";s D u" � uc;i where F" is given in (1.1).

According to Proposition 1.15, u" D uc , u";s D uc;s in Rd nB2, u";s satisfies the

outgoing condition, and u" is the solution of the equation

div.A"ru"/C k2†"u" D 0;

where

A"; †" D
(
I; 1 if x 2 Rd n B";

I
"d�2 ;

�"

"d if x 2 B":

Define U".x/ D u"."x/ and U";s.x/ D u";s."x/ D U".x/ � uc;i ."x/ for x 2 Rd .

Then U";s.x/ D uc;s."x/ for jxj > 2=", U" satisfies the equation

div. zA"rU"/C k2 z†"U" D 0;

and U";s satisfies the outgoing condition. Here

zA"; z†" D
(
I; "2 if x 2 Rd n B1;

I
"d�2 ;

�"

"d�2 if x 2 B1:
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Step 1. d D 3. It is clear that

U";i D j0.k"jxj/; U";s D ˛0h0.k"jxj/ for jxj > 1;
and

U";t D ˇ0j0.k"jxj/ for jxj < 1;
where k" D k�" and U";t WD U";s C U";i D U" in B1 for some ˛0; ˇ0. Using the

transmission conditions, namely,(
U";s C U";i D U";t on @B1;
@U";s

@r
C @U";i

@r
D 1

"
@U";t

@r
on @B1;

we have (
˛0h0.k"/C j0.k"/ D ˇ0j0.k"/ on @B1;

˛0k"h
0
0."/C k"j 0

0."/ D 1
"
k"ˇ0j

0
0.k"/ on @B1:

It follows that

(6.1) ˛0 D � k"j 0
0.k"/j0.k"/ � 1

"
k"j0.k"/j

0
0.k"/

k"h0
0.k"/j0.k"/ � 1

"
k"h0.k"/j

0
0.k"/

:

Since y0.t/ D cos t=t , we have

k"2 y
0
0.k"/

y0.k"/
D k"2

�
� 1

k"
� sin.k"/

cos.k"/

�
D �" � k"2 sin.k"/

cos.k"/
:

Let �" be such that k" D k�" converges to k�0 and

j 0
0.k"/

j0.k"/
D �" � k"2 sin.k"/

cos.k"/
:

Then the complex part in the denominator of the right-hand side of (6.1) equals 0.

On the other hand, the real part in the denominator of the right-hand side of (6.1)

equals the numerator of the right-hand side of (6.1). Hence it follows from (6.1)

that

˛0 D �1;
implying the conclusion in the three-dimensional case since uc;s.x/ D U";s.x="/

for jxj > 2.

Step 2. d D 2. It is clear that

U";i D J0.k"jxj/; U";s D ˛0H0.k"jxj/ for jxj > 1;
and

U";t D ˇ0J0.k"jxj/ for jxj < 1;
where k" D k�", U";t WD U";s C U";i D U" in B1, for some ˛0; ˇ0. Using the

transmission conditions, namely,(
U";s C U";i D U";t on @B1;
@U";s

@r
C @U";i

@r
D @U";t

@r
on @B1;
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we have (
˛0H0.k"/C J0.k"/ D ˇ0J0.k"/ on @B1;

˛0k"H
0
0.k"/C k"J 0

0.k"/ D k"ˇ0J
0
0.k"/ on @B1:

Thus it follows that

(6.2) ˛0 D � k"J 0
0.k"/J0.k"/ � k"J0.k"/J

0
0.k"/

k"H 0
0.k"/J0.k"/ � k"H0.k"/J

0
0.k"/

:

Since Y0.t/ D 2
�

ln.t=2/, we have

k"
Y 0

0.k"/

Y0.k"/
D 1

ln.k"=2/
:

Let �" be such that k" D k�" ! k�0 and

k"J
0
0.k"/

J0.k"/
D 1

ln.k"=2/
:

Then as in the three-dimensional case, ˛0 D �1, and the conclusion in the two-

dimensional case follows from the fact that uc;s.x/ D U";s.x="/ for jxj > 2.

�
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